Dealing With Astral Entities: Bargains With Enemy Entities
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One of the most frequent phenomenons I encounter where it comes to seriously ruined people in some way that seek spiritual answers, is that plenty of them, especially if they are somehow in the occult before they come to Satanism, may have had bargains going or relations or invocations with negative or enemy entities, in particular, hebrew angels, or other related thoughtforms.

These problems can be lasting, deep, and even last lifetimes. Few are the situations where this is the case, but when this is the case, the problems can run deep for someone. Sometimes these people can be aware of this, as it can be that much blatant.

This situation creates people who are spiritually really harmed. The enemy does not really emphasize on any form of meditation, except some rainbow crap here and there, which is not only insufficient to advance, but also, provides no actual power or knowledge to the people involved, and therefore, the people who are under them remain effectively slaves. Mindless advice to just summon things, or abruptly open the mind, can open someone to all sorts of unwanted influences.

If one looks even at the Hebrew filthy magic and spirituality, it's based upon this concept. The practitioners have no real clue why things are as they are, they are just told to summon an X angel for X thing, even novices. People are told to focus on hebrew letters, chant hebrew (Which in many transliterations is also grossly perverted for those who are not in the inner circle) and eventually, many people experience ruin or insanity.

This may come a little bit later, as at first, these entities make sure to draw the people who are totally clueless into the web first, and feast on them later. Even if what they do works, it comes with a price involved that people cannot pay down the road.

Also, another thing that happens is that indeed, the magic of the enemy is too much advertised for really nothing. For all the hocus pocus, words, and extreme claims, people hardly see any effects. People are incessantly lied to, and they are told that a working should work in a one-shot deal, provided only they have "faith". Most Gentiles, hardly get any results from anything done of the enemy.

Then they enter a delusional phase where the mind may manifest nothing at all, or there is some half-assed temporary manifestation that moves away the moment it manifested itself, simply because that is a mental procedure of "faith" and on it's own, this is not sufficient to cause real or long term changes. Magic relies on more things than that to truly function and to truly work.
If the enemy considers it of benefit (such as a jew they want to promote somewhere, let's say a drug dealer who will poison a lot of people, and many of which are into these psychotropics and fake surface level pseudo-spirituality) they promote this garbage, but never in a way that the person in question understands how, or why things happened to them as they did.

Now the above may be mental and mostly trickery, but things that happen to people with the enemy are way worse. Sometimes, this goes far deeper, in ruined souls, or the astral body being completely fucked up. We are not only talking about dirty, but serious mental illnesses may kick in. This can go even worse, depending on the power and decision of the negative entity to harass someone. Background of mental illness involved here, can set one on the fast track to destruction pretty easily.

A lot of mental illnesses have to do with the position of Neptune and other planets in the chart but I have not found any sufficient knowledge from people on these things on their books, or in their written "advice" on how to fix any of this. It's mostly just prayer and random stuff involved, like call X and pray for the best, or something. The reality is that the moment these people who are broken call these entities, these only lick their lips as a vampire who sees a new fresh source of blood.

The above and many other things, there is zero knowledge about physically. Go read any tome you want in India, you will find nothing functional about how to deal with these things. Where book knowledge stops, many of these things begin. This is the sad Truth on how far back Gentiles are spiritually.

Top Rabbis on the other hand, have way better understanding of a lot of these things. Not everyone, but at least those who are actually spiritually capable. But this knowledge is kept to themselves.

A very simple thing here is holes in the aura. When chakras, in the situation of the enemy and others who are sucked onto parasitic entities frequently happen to be, are not sufficiently cleaned, or when they use substances, the field of the chakra becomes so weak, that eventually, the aura as a covering above the chakra, becomes so thin that we have a hole going. Through this situation [which may take years to actually get to that level], we can have terrible things happen, such as insanity, or even possession.

Greys poison the populace with drugs, being fully aware of how this manifests. The poisoning with drugs is a means to an end. Generally, these weaknesses are also evident in the psychological aspect of the victims, and the entities who are vampires to humans, seek to increase these things.

The reality of things is that souls that are excessively invested in life, tend to get "Earthbound" or in plain, they want to reincarnate to experience life again. This is because the need of life makes someone want to come and live again. This tendency is criminalized in every enemy occult book, but the reality is, behind this
thirst for life, there rests a safeguard for the soul, so that it doesn't fly away into nothingness, and it doesn't get consumed. The enemy preaches as much as possible denial of life, because this removes all "attachments", and eventually, the soul is easier to boss around, or to abduct. The ideal "Saint" of the enemy is an atrophied husk, and that is physical and material at the same time.

As such Thoth put forth the statement to simplify "Live your life, and you will never die". To want to live and to want to advance is totally normal, and this "Earth boundedness" is nothing negative.

Everyone here has probably met at least one person in their life which appears as if they are remotely controlled, especially when one is a Satanist. While some of this can be legitimate mental illness, this can also come from other factor. Oftentimes, this is easily observable in a natal chart.

This is as if the NPC is suddenly taken over by some hostile spirit, which effectively, tries to turn someone against someone without any particular explanation. Sometimes, however, the actual mind of the person can be ruined, and this is not about an external spirit. Now, don't go into nuts land and think that every person who ever disliked you is in this category, as the above is serious and exceedingly rare. These people are quite specific cases.

A quite typical kind of these borgs are these xians and others who parade around, and sit idly until, at some point, it's as if something "interjects" into them and they can start harassing someone, or go into a sudden explosion of a Sunday sermon on other people. Depending on one's own power, and one's own openness (and if the enemy feels like they have given up on you or not, there are stages to this), drones like that may be used for personal harassment also. Jehovah's witnesses, mormons, and others tend to be a lot into that category. On enemy holidays, it's as if someone plugs in some sort of plugging up their ass, and they start being on the lookout, or they are more "active" than necessary.

Of course, for all their service of acting like slaves to these human hating garbage, and jews, we only have to look at how 9.8 out of 10 people worldwide are in poverty, devastated, lost, and mentally ruined, with lives that resemble mostly a circus. Those who get some temporary peace are trampled in at least one or two serious areas of the life, regardless of how much the enemy has enslaved them. Unironically, those who are the most enslaved to the enemy [such as xians etc.] and are directed into the energy vortex, are also those who are mostly abused, because the enemy wants them to stay subservient and enslaved.

When and if these circumstances are encountered by a Satanist, banishing, and generally doing a Summoning, if the problem is entity related, will solve this issue. For those who are of importance to Satan, even a prayer or a focus on one's Guardian, can make a mile here. Then, the regular means of banishing hostile entities and so forth, also exist in this category.
With HPS Maxine we have worked extensively on things like these over the years, and observed quite a few cases of this nature. One such case was one ex-Clergy. This "Clergy", having opened countless doors to their mind to the enemy, was [except of showing clear signs of mental illness], opening up to these entities for their own reasons of weakness.

This showed up in the astrological chart of their path in general, with a lot of enemy opening and connotations. In the case of another decent Satanic Soul, this would work in retrospect for good reason - such as being a better conduit for the Gods.

Numerous things associated with Neptune that manifest as mental illness, can be in some specific cases (cases where one is basically made a bitch of another entity), like those of the enemy. Generally, it is these entities that can abuse humans. Ever wondered why many of the enemy who are into pedophilia, all have an obsession with Christianity and Islam?

There are forces there, except for them being utterly rotten, that are taking them over. Not all of this is "natural". Jews are rife of these also. Just check out the Hasidic community, it's filled with rapists and other things like that. Jews cover it up as per usual.

This is not difficult to observe, as it will be evident. Jews also are very aware of this, and some of their own, who have weak minds [and therefore can be taken over by something else], try to hide these.

Lastly, there are many stupid Grimoires and books, which advise people to open up random pacts to random whatever things. These random things can be as dangerous as going to a loan shark and asking for a big loan. You won't receive any money and you'll be indebted to them forever, needless to say.

Our Gods give one personal power, so they can avoid these situations where they have to become a slave. The enemy is the exact opposite. Everyone is dependent on them, and they know nothing at all - they are slaves in their entirety, paying a bargain and nothing else.
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